Events

An eventful year. Students at Marshall enJoved a variety of speakers. plays and concer s Top billing groups such as Earth. Wind
nd Fire appeared rn the Huntrngton Civic
C nter
Photo by Mike McGuffey.

Homecoming

on goes on
·-•

Play 'The Matchmaker' presents
adventure
A heart-warming comedy lit the
Old Main Auditorium stage and it's
audience with the University Theater's production " The Matchmaker ". The Play involves a " scroogelike' " elderly gentleman who decides
to remarry . The discreetly, conniving Dolly Levi aids him in this venture.
Adventure is the underlying theme
with the characters daring to do
something new and dangerous. Exasperated with their unexciting lives ,
they seek a means of escape, sometimes without any regard to propri-
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ety.
Two newcomers, Kelly Kearfott
and Steve Freeman, added uninhibited emotion and good portrayal of
their characters. Cornelius Hackl
(Freeman) decides it is time he has
some adventure in his life and includes young, impressionable Barnaby Tucker (Craig Johnson) in on
his plans.
Kelly Kearfott plays a shop assistant who is innocently niave but in a
humorous way. She, too, gets
caught up in the adventure . Benny
Key who plays Horace Vandergelder

and Mary Shortridge who plays Dolly
Levi return to Marshall's stage after
ten years absence. Their refined talents blend well with the other members of the cast to give the play solidity and a smooth flow of action .
The play is filled with animation
and a freshness that made it even
more enjoyable to watch . From the
seasoned actors to the nervous first
timers, they displayed an air of professionalism that was encouraging
and delightful to witness. With this
quality talent future productions
seem promising. PATTI STANEK

Oh no! Not again! Mrs. Irene Maloy (Kim Adkins) reacts to the situation in her hat shop.
Photo by Frank Byrne.

My dear young man. Ambrose Kemper (Frank
Binder) takes advice from Dolly Levi (Mary
Shortridge) on hfe. Photo by Frank Byrne.

Sounds Interesting. Barnaby Tucker (Craig
Johnson) listens intently as Dolly Levi (Mary
Shortridge) lectures Mrs. Irene Malloy (Kim
Adkins) and Horace Vandergelder (Benny
Key). Photo by Frank Byrne.

I'd like to buy a hat. Cor(leluis Hackel (Steve
Freeman) and Barnaby Tucker (Craig Johnson) fake buying a hat to be wfth Mrs. Malloy
(Kim Adkins). Photo by Frank Byrne.

Matchmaker
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Globetrotters entertain at Field House

One, two, three, step. Spectator and Ausbie
tango to the crowd's enjoyment. Photo by
Frank Byrne.
He Is not too young. Referee and Ausbie have
a disagreement over a new, young player .
Photo by Frank Byrne.
Give me a boost. Fellow teammate and Ausbie
demonstrate a Globetrotter dunk. Photo by
Frank Byrne.
Hey there Cutle. Harl em Globetrotter Curly
gives a win k and a wave to a passing fun .
Photo by Frank Byrne.
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Rondstadt performs at civic center

Putting on a show. Linda Rondstadt performs
selections rrom her new album "Mad Love."
Photo by G. B. Corn
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Lecture Series
Civil rights top
Gregory's lecture
Civil right advocate and comedian, Dick Gregory lectured to a standing room only audience in the multipurpose room of the Marshall University Student Center on Oct. 3.
Sponsored by the Contemporary
Issues Office of the Student Activities Department, this was Gregory's
third lecture at Marshall in five
years.
Gregory achieved fame as the first
black comedian to break into the
white entertainment field. After
playing all the major nightclubs, he
retired from the circuit, because it
"interferred with his potential for
human service."
Though most of Gregory's lecture
was concerned in illustrating the
ambiguity of American Society, he
said he does not believe we are beyond the point of no return . "I think
we can come together if you are willing to take my hand and let me tell
you what the system has done to us
all," said Gregory.

Marshall goes trekking with Scotty
On November 13, as a part of his
"five year mission to make contact
with an alien culture in W.Va.," Chief
Engineer Montgomery Scott (James
Doohan) presented "Star Treking
with Scottie," and the future of the
American Space Program.
The great part of the lecture consisted of film clips of the first American Space Shuttle "The Enterprise"
(the namesake of the ship in Star
Trek), an episode of the old Star
Trek series, and a "blooper reel" of
the old outtakes from the show.
At the time that the Star Trek series was in planning stages, he had
auditioned tor another show and
found out that he could do accents
(he demonstrated this tor the
crowd). Doohan was asked by the
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shows directors to audition for the
part of a character with a scottish
accent.
At the time of the Star Trek audio
addition, Doohan was no new comer
to either the stage, radio or the
tube. Bet ore Star Trek, he had nearly 20 years of acting experience with
over 100 stage plays, 4,000 radio
shows, and several hundred television shows.
Doohan is outspoken on the quality of television and the rating systems.He believes that public apathy
over the quality of programming has
led to the cancellation of top rate
shows, and the continuation of mediocre ones. ·KELLY MESSINGER

Dunsmore speaks on Iranian situation.
From former disc jockey to ABC
news State Department Correspondent Barrie Dunsmore has covered
the Viet Nam War, Henry Kissinger
and the Iranian crisis. He is now one
of ABC's top reporters in Washington.
Dunsmore lectured on president
Carter' s foreign policy and the crisis
in Iran and Afghanistan . He was not
completely critical of Carter's actions and Dunsmore said he supports the proposal to boycott the
Moscow Olympics because it would
hurt and anger the Russians without
threatening them. Dunsmore still
emphasized the possibility of war
with the Soviet Union and the only
prevention of a Russian invasion of
the Persian Gulf is with nuclear
weapons. A possible theory to explain Russia's invasion of Afghanistan, Dunsmore said, was that it
may be the first step in taking control of the middle East oil fields.
When Russia 's oil supply runs out
they will not be able to afford to im-

port foreign oil, according to Dunsmore, thus the need to have control
of the Persian gulf countries and
their oil fields .
Carter's foreign policy is in shambles, Dunsmore said. A few areas
that have eroded are Carter's ideas
for human rights to be the basis for
all foreign policy; they have played a
small role in his decisions. Instead of
decreasing foreign military aid, it is
now in the increase. The U.S. defense budget will also increase instead of the planned decrease. It is
now one of the few national expenditures that will increase. Also. militarization of the Indian Ocean is on the
upswing instead of decreasing.
According to Dunsmore, journalism plays an important role in reporting foreign policy, especially at
such a delicate period in our society.
He also added that it is more important now than during any time since
World War II that the media be
responsible and cautious in it's actions. PATTI STANECK

Windom performs
Thurbur II
Looking a bit paunchy in his grey
"Carry Krendal College" sweatsuit
and dirty tennis shoes, actor Windom lectured to drama students
shortly before presenting his oneman show, ''Thurbur II" to a packed
Old Main Auditorium on Oct. 24.
"Thurbur II" Windom's third appearance at Marshall, was the second addition of his 1976 presentation of ''Thurbur."
Probably best known for his
Emmy winning role as the lead of
NBC's 1969-70 series, "My World
and Welcome to It.'' based on the
work of James Thurbur, Windom
also had on ABC several years before .
Windom does four one-man
shows, two on the works of James
Thurbur and two on the writings of
wartime correspondent Ernie Pyle.
Thurbur II like Thurbur I, featured
Windom reading from the works of
Thurbur and exhibiting slides of his
cartoons.PAT FOOSE
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Beer ban gets lifted. Marshall students enjoy
the lifting of the beer ban for the annual
spring concert. Photo by Mark Esslinger.

Taking things personally. Marshall's Tae
Kwon Do club demonstrates marshall arts
skills in the student center plaza. Photo by
Mar.I< Esslinger
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Spring week

Spring week-a time to unwind

An awakening experience. James Mapes a
hypnotist. mesmerizes a captive audience .
Photo by Tony Seaton

Spring week
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ANDERSON
When Jack Anderson talks, Jimmy
Carter listens, right?
Not necessarily, according to syndicated investigative reporter Jack
Anderson when he lectured at Marshall University on April Fool's Day
1980.
Anderson spoke on ABSCAM , the
demoralization of America by Organized Crime and "Big Business, " the
failings of President Carter and the
1980 presidential elections.
Says Anderson of Carter, " he's a
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nice man who believes that God is
telling him what to do."
"But I've reviewed Jimmy Carter's record over the last three years
and I wouldn 't want to blame it on
God, " Anderson added .
" Who but Jimmy Carter would
send Muhammad Al i to negotiate
with Africa ," he asked . " They (the
Africans) know when we have a diplomacy problem in France or England that Carter doesn 't send Roger
Staubach. "

As had early speakers at Marshall
this year, Anderson sounded the
horn of the prophet of doom by
warning people not to be influenced
by " Organized Crime " by purchasing pornographic materials and illegal drugs.
"They are going to corrupt government and reduce its effectiveness, " he said, " and one day, you'll
wake up with chaos. " PAT FOOSE

ALIVE
ALIVE! is a musical group made up entirely of women ,
each of whom has an extensive background in every type
of music from classical to Afro-Cuban drums.
ALIVE! is just a little over four years old , and began
when two of its present members began " jamming" together in the San Francisco area. The group, in fact, is
based in the Bay area and performs a mixture of jazz,
poly-rhythm , swing and Afro-Cuban music. The exclamation point in the name reflects the group's committment
to remaining creatively and artistically alive , and their
music reflects this with vibrancy and freshness .

Anderson / Al ive
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Awareness events bring varied response
If blacks at Marshall University
don't wake up and start fully supporting their own programs,
chances are good that Black Awareness Weeks in future years will be
drastically reduced or omitted completely.
Should that possibility become a
reality, blacks have no grounds to
condemn white administrators or
Dewayne Lyles, Director of the Minority Students Program . The blame

Huntington attorney William Redd advises
Black students to get more involved in student government and other campus committees to bring about desired changes. Redd ls
a 1972 Marshall graduate.-Photo by Craig T.
Greenlee.
Faith Singers. Kaye Parks. Gregory Smith .
Marilyn Patterson and pianist Charles Donald
(not shown) won the variety show with inspirational spirituals.- Photo by Craig T. Greenlee.
Dr. Betty James, education professor at West
Virginia State College. insists that blacks at
MU have a duty to Insure that future black
students have a better college environment
than they did.-Photo by Craig T. Greenlee.
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should be hung on black students.
The irony of this situation is that
on the whole , blacks don't seem to
care whether the annual Black
Awareness celebration has any substance to it.
This was evidenced by the large
number of no shows at the more
serious aspects of this year's Black
Awareness festivities. The fun and
games portions of the week's activities did not have that problem .

There were few empty seats.
It appears that "us brothers and
sisters" prefer to party, see Greek
performances and take in more fun
and games. Listening to the insight
of black professionals on items of
vital concern to all blacks is low on
our lists of priorities. This should not
be.
A U.S. congressman, lawyer, educator and minister came to MU campus to share their thoughts with

Soul shaking gospel has always been part of
the black experience. An Imperial Sounds
singer 's face reflects the mood and spirit of
black reltg1on .-Photo by Craig Greenlee.
"Man and Woman In Motion," by Nina Anderson Plaeasnt .-Photo by CraigT Greenlee .
Education can take place anywhere 1n Rev .
Ronald English's opinion . The Charleston minister listens to Brynathyn Williams talk about
black student activism .-Photo by Craig T.
Greenlee.

Answers on the Nearlyweds Game proved to
be humorous and unexpected as Darene
McNeil and Stan Starling illustrate. They had
the last laugh as winners. -Photo by Craig T.
Greenlee

